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NUCNET EXPERIENCE IN THE NETHERLANDS

introductory remarks

Nuclear Energy is a highly debated issue in the Netherlands. Public opposition has caused
many delays in political decision making in relation with the expansion of new power
plants.
Recently the need for new reactor designs like the inherently safe reactors has become
stronger. This is important for the communicators working in the nuclear field. Therefore
it is needed to have a communication policy in which the main goal is building commu-
nity relations focusing to public concerns and needs to gain acceptance.
The public needs to be informed on options and benefits. Positive messages can influence
attention and understanding, for example newspaper articles and television programs.
Nucnet is an important instrument in building these relations.

functions of Nucnet

1) generate news (examples)
2) help in the process of communication:

. with the journalists (to react adequately in case of accidents, events etc) -example -

. in direct contacts with the public (important that the
Nucnetmessages are not technology-centered, but public-
centered)

. own staff (messages are circulated to officials in the
company which have contacts in the community)

3) background information
4) reference

cooperation with the pressagency ANP

In general ANP is very satisfied with the direct sending of the Nucnetmessages to the
agency.
Asking for comments on the Nucnetnews, they gave the following statements:

- it is seen as complementary with regard to the international newsagencies like Reuter.
- it gives specific news
- it gives a good overview of new developments
- it puts a good explanation on technical items.
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Regarding possible improvements they suggest to give more news on:

- economic factors in the various countries
- reviews about political and cultural factors
- more statistical figures

According to the journalist the total overview makes it more newsworthy; the totality
enables him to see trends.

One warning upon the positive profile of nuclear energy which penetrates slightly into the
messages of Nucnet. Nucnet must be aware of the danger to be seen as an instrument of
the nuclear lobby. Therefore the issue of trust and credibility is of the highest importance
in order to be taken seriously by journalists. For example, could Nucnet also give
information about the motives of anti-nuclear movements in Europe?
Everyone knows there are no energy technologies without risks. When Nucnet also could
mention the negative news and communicate this effectively in a public oriented approach
it could supply a vital need of journalists.
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